
The Compact+ range. It’s just what cinemas need right now.
For more information visit harkness-screens.com
EMAIL:  info@harkness-screens.com

Packaged to provide maximum flexibility for cinemas.

The New Harkness 
Compact    range



And as the screen can be more compactly packaged and delivered by 
standard courier, it reduces shipping costs, with easier handling and greater 
efficiency, for cinema owners worldwide – with overall savings of up to 85%.

The new Compact+ range of screens
features Harkness’ latest innovation, 
Smart Flex technology, which meshes 
the coating with the PVC surface  
with far greater flexibility.

The Compact  range “This has been a time of great upheaval for us 
all. But at Harkness, we’re committed to helping 

the cinema industry build back better and in 
the process reduce its carbon footprint. That’s 
why we developed the new Smart Flex range of 

superior foldable screens, to provide a highly 
cost-effective option that reduces the cost of 

transportation and packaging waste.”

Mark Ashcroft, CEO Harkness Screens  



Leading the industry in  
every way we can
As the biggest name in cinema screen technology, at 
Harkness we’re committed to doing everything we can 
to help support the industry just as we have for over 90 
years.  That’s why we’ve developed the new Compact+ 
range - combining the exceptional performance of 
Harkness screens with our next generation packaging 
technology.  

Introducing screens that  
puts cinemas first
As we emerge from the pandemic, these remain challenging 
times for cinemas across the globe.  With capacity limits due 
to social distancing, shorter theatrical windows and  increased 
global logistics costs, keeping theaters of all sizes financially 
viable and fully operational is essential.

Brilliant performance, packed for economy
The Compact+ range is available incorporating Perlux HiWhite technology, the world’s 
premium projection surface for 2D and active 3D movies.  With ultra-wide viewing 
angles, best-in-class uniformity and superior color and contrast, it remains the 
industry’s leading white gain screen for lamp-based and laser projection.

In early 2022, Compact+ will also incorporate a brand new polarised screen technology 
for 3D and 2D presentation.

Compact+ sets new standards in shipping and installation efficiency. 



Features and Benefits

•  Premium foldable Harkness screen surfaces comprising 
best-in-class technologies

•  Compact packaging enabling smoother transport and 
installation inside an auditorium

•  Lower total cost of ownership through reduced 
packaging and shipping costs.

•  Reduced environmental footprint through significant 
packaging waste reductions and lighter shipping 
weights.

•  A range of gains to suit all theater shapes and sizes, 
projection systems all with a view to optimising 
operational, power and consumable costs.

The new 
Compact+ 
screen range, 
cost effective 
solutions for 
cinemas globally. 

Crease-free technology 
means increased  
performance
For the new Compact+ range, our research 
and development team has developed 
innovative Smart Flex multi-layer 
technology with an improved interface 
which allows the coating to mesh onto the 
screen surface with far greater degrees of 
flexibility and bonding.  So unlike traditional 
foldable screens, our Compact+ range 
combines reduced creasing with trusted 
optical performance.

The story unfolds

What’s the real benefit of choosing 
Compact+ by Harkness? A significant 
reduction in shipping and packaging 
costs by up to 85%, greater efficiency 
and reduced environmental footprint 
with a dramatic reduction in packaging 
waste.  Compact+ screens can typically be 
delivered faster through standard courier 
services and once with you, the packaging 
makes moving the screen through the 
cinema and in to the auditorium simpler  
and less costly too.

The new Compact + white screen, featuring Perlux 

HiWhite technology is just what cinemas need right now.

Compact + screen size 
ready for shipping

Rolled screen size  
ready for shipping 

Find out more today.

SHIPPING NOW

Best-in-class screen 
technologies

Improved brightness, 
uniformity and 

reduced hot-spotting

Premiums surfaces 
for 2D and 3D cinema

Available in gain 
levels from 1.4 to 2.9 

with digital or mini 
perforations

Compatibility all 
projection systems 

including RGB Laser, 
Laser Phosphor and 

Lamp-based technology.
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